Submission Criteria for Different Types of Manuscripts

Original research article:
The manuscript should contain a title page; well-structured abstract; introduction; methods; results; discussion; acknowledgements; references; tables with legends; figures with legends. Authors should try to keep the world limit of 5000 excluding the abstract but inclusive of references.

Editorials:
This submission is only by invitation and should include comments on topics or disciplines of high relevance and interest to the aim of the journal.

Review articles and meta-analysis reports:
These articles can be either invited or contributed. They should provide a well-critiqued presentation of topics related to skeletal muscle functional assessment technologies and its applications in fields within the scope of the journal. Authors should try to keep the world limit of 7500 excluding the abstract but inclusive of references.

Case reports:
These submissions should be limited to the presentation and discussion of relevant cases that have the potential to further the knowledge and understanding related to skeletal muscle functional assessment technologies and its applications in fields within the scope of the journal. Authors should keep the world limit of 2000, excluding the abstract, a maximum of 20 references and a total of four tables/figures only.

Short communication:
This submission should aim to report the findings of an original research that is fundamental in nature related to skeletal muscle functional assessment technologies and its applications in fields within the scope of the journal. The manuscript should involve adequate elaboration of research method and findings in order to enable others to replicate the study and verify the results. Authors should keep the world limit of 2500, excluding the abstract, a maximum of 20 references and a total of four tables/figures only.
**Technical report:**
These manuscripts should include reporting the development of the new technology, prototype, improvements and additions in existing technologies and its application in skeletal muscle functional assessment to enhance the existing body of evidence and knowledge. Authors should keep the world limit of 3500, excluding the abstract, a maximum of 30 references and a total of five tables/figures only.

**Letter to the Editor:**
These submissions should include responses or critiques to previous articles published in the journal.